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Bermuda triangle maps

(AK), (FI) Diemžl jūsu pārlūkprogrammā netiek atbalstīts pakalpojums Google Earth. Iespējams, būs jāatjaunina pārlūkprogramma vai jāpāriet uz pārlūkprogrammu Chrome. Lai iegūtu papildinformāciju, lūdzu, skatiet sistοmas prasības. Ja parliukrama chrome nav instaluita, lejupielādûjiet to šeit. Ja Villatis izmēģināt Ko Jano, Varat Ari Tabat izmēģināt land Bakabujomo, izvοloties
tālāāk nordīto opciju. The launch of Wasm Multi-Threaded Launch Wasm single-threaded Uzziniet vairāk par Google Earth. For other uses, see the Bermuda Triangle (illustration). The devil's triangle redirects here. For other uses, see The Devil's Triangle (illustration). Area in the western part of the North Atlantic Triangle Bermuda Devil TriangleOne version of the Bermuda
Triangle Coordinates25°N 71°W/ 25°N 71°W /25; -71Coordinates: 25°N 71°W / 25°N 71°W / 25; -71 part of the series on the main materials Paranonmal al-Astrological presentation Aura Bilocation Breatharianism Clairvoyance Close encounter a cold spot crystal staring evoke satanic Cryptozoology possession demonic Demonology Ectoplasm electronic sound phenomenon
Exorcism Extrasensory Imagine Fortiana Fortune says ghost indigo fishing children magic medium magic orp ouija paranormal TV ex-psychotic reading psychotic psychotic reading Psychokinesis remote psyche-ody spirit photography soul possession of the spiritual spirit of the universal stone supernatural tape tele ill-op table turning Ufology sites haunted It is said: India UK
doubts the world cold reading committee to investigate skeptics exposing the trick of James Randy Educational Foundation magical thinking awards for evidence on pseudoskepticism scientific suspicions related to the anomaly argument of ignorance Argumentum advertising popular band the effect of begging the issue of cognitive dissonance promoting societal fallacy mg The
Zifivia Margin of Science Groupthink Hypnosis Science Unwanted Science Protoscience Science Pseudoscience Scientific Evidence Method Superstition Urban Uncertainty Myth Parapsychology Death and The Culture of Scientific Parapsychology Literacy vte Bermuda Triangle, also known as The Devil's Triangle, is A specific loose area in the western part of the North Atlantic
where a number of aircraft and ships are said to have disappeared under mysterious circumstances. Most reputable sources reject the idea that there is no mystery. [1] [3] The vicinity of the Bermuda Triangle is among the most heavily travelled shipping lanes in the world, with ships crossing frequently to ports in the Americas, Europe and the Caribbean Islands. Cruise ships and
cruise vehicles regularly sail through the area, and commercial and private aircraft routinely fly over them. Popular culture has Different disappearances to paranormal or activity by extraterrestrial beings. The author's son was not informed of the author's statement. The origins of the first proposal for unusual disappearances in the Bermuda area appeared on September 17, 1950,
an article published in the Miami Herald (Associated Press)[4] by Edward Van Winkle Jones. [5] Two years later, Egypt's Journal of Research published a secret in us behind a door,[6][7] a short article by George Sand covering the loss of several airplanes and ships, including the loss of Flight 19, a group of five American navy sailors Groman Marj's Avenger Torpedo Bomber on
mission training. Sand's article was the first to establish the now familiar triangular area where the losses occurred, and was the first to suggest a supernatural element in flight 19. Flight 19 alone will be covered again in the April 1962 issue of American Legion magazine. [8] In it, author Alan W. Eckert wrote that the flight commander had been heard saying: We are entering white
water, nothing seems right. We don't know where we are, the water is green, no white. He also wrote that maritime investigation board officials had stated that the planes had flown to Mars. [9] In February 1964, Vincent Gadis wrote an article entitled The Deadly Bermuda Triangle in The Pulp Argosi, saying that Flight 19 and other disappearances were part of a pattern of strange
events in the region. [10] The following year, Gadis expanded this article to Aninvisible Horizons. [11] Other writers on Goddies' thoughts: John Os Spencer (Limbaugh of the Lost, 1969, Reaper. 1973); [12] Charles Peretz (Bermuda Triangle, 1974);[13] Richard Weiner (Devil's Triangle, 1974),[14] and many others, all retain some of the same supernatural elements identified by
Eckert. [15] The area of triangle determines the article Goddies Argosi the border of the triangle,[10] giving its a mi [2]. San Juan, Puerto Rico; Bermuda. Subsequent writers did not necessarily follow this definition. [16] Some writers gave different boundaries and a to the triangle, with the total area of 1,300,000 to 3,900,000 km 2 (500,000 to 1,510,000 m). [16] In fact, some
writers even extend it and a l to the Irish coast. [2] Thus, the determination of any events within the triangle depends on which writer they benefit. [16] Criticism of the concept of Larry Kochi and Larry Kochi, author of Bermuda's Triangle Puzzle: Solution (1975)[1] argues that many claims from Goddies and later writers were exaggerated, questionable or unfedered. Kochi's
research revealed a number of inaccuracies and discrepancies between Perlitz's accounts and the statements of eyewitnesses, participants and others involved in the initial incidents. Kochi referred to related cases Not reported, such as the disappearance of yachts around the world Donald Crowhurst, which presented Berlitz (Perlitz) as a mystery, although there is clear evidence
to the contrary. Another example is the ore tanker, which Perltz said went missing without a trace for three days from an Atlantic port when it went missing three days outside a port of the same name in the Pacific Ocean. Kochi also argued that a large proportion of the incidents that raised allegations of the mysterious impact of the triangle actually occurred outside it. His research
was often simple: he reviewed period newspapers for reported dates of incidents and found reports of related events that might be relevant such as unusual weather, which were never mentioned in the disappearance stories. Kochi concluded: The number of ships and aircraft reported missing in the region was not significantly higher than in any other part of the ocean. In a region
frequented by tropical cyclones, the number of disappearances that occurred mostly was disproportionate, unlikely and unclear. Moreover, Perltz and other writers often fail to mention such storms or even represent disappearances as occurring in quiet conditions when meteorological records clearly contradict that. The numbers themselves were exaggerated through dirty
research. For example, a boat will be reported missing, but its eventual return (if delayed) to the port may not have occurred. In fact, there have been no disappearances. One of the crashes was said to have occurred in 1937, off daytona beach, Florida, in front of hundreds of witnesses; [Need to Cite] The Legend of the Bermuda Triangle is a manufactured puzzle, perpetuated by
writers who either intentionally or unknowingly take advantage of misconceptions, misconceived logic, and excitement. [1] In a 2013 study, WWF identified the 10 most dangerous waters in the world for shipping, but the Bermuda Triangle was not among them. [17] Other responses when the Channel 4 television programme in the United Kingdom was the Bermuda Triangle (1992)
[19] produced by John Simmons of Geofilms for the moderation series, the Lloyd's marine insurance market in London was asked whether a large number of ships had sunk in the Bermuda Triangle area. (Lloyds) decided that large numbers of ships did not sink there[3] Lloyd's does not charge higher prices to pass through this area. U.S. Coast Guard records confirm their
conclusion and the fact that the number of presumed disappearances is relatively small given the number of ships and aircraft passing regularly. [1] The Coast Guard also formally questions the triangle, noting that it collects and publishes, through their inquiries, many documents that conflict with many He wrote about the authors of the triangle. In one incident of this kind the 1972
explosion and sinking of the Tanker F.A. Regiment, RSC photographed the wreckage and recovered several bodies,[20] in die with one triangle writer claiming that all the HD had disappeared, except for the captain, who was found sitting in his cabin in his office, holding a cup of coffee. [12] In addition, V. A. Fogg sank off the coast of Texas, anywhere near the generally accepted
boundary of the triangle. The Nova/Horizon Episode The Case of the Bermuda Triangle, which aired on June 27, 1976, was extremely critical, stating that when we return to the original sources or persons involved, the puzzle evaporates. It is not science to answer questions about the triangle because these questions are not valid in the first place ... Ships and planes behave in
the triangle in the same way as everywhere else in the world. [2] Skeptical researchers such as Ernest Tavis[21] and Barry Singer have observed how secrets and paranormal are very popular and profitable. This has resulted in the production of vast quantities of materials on topics such as the Bermuda Triangle. They were able to show that some pro-paranormal material is often
misleading or inaccurate, but its producers continue to market it. Accordingly, they claimed that the market was biased in favor of books, private television programmes, and other media that supported the triangle puzzle, and against well-researched material if it adopted a skeptical view. Benjamin Radford, an author and paranormal scientific investigator, noted in an interview on
the Bermuda Triangle that it may be very difficult to locate a plane that went missing at sea because of the extensive search area, and although the disappearance may be ambiguous, it does not make it paranormal or inexplicable. Radford also noted the importance of verifying information again because it was the people who neglected it that the ambiguity surrounding the
Bermuda Triangle had been neglected. [23] Hypothetical interpretation attempts by persons accepting the Bermuda Triangle as a real phenomenon presented a several explanatory methods. Paranormal interpretations of the triangular book have used a number of supernatural concepts to explain events. One explanation is the blame on the remaining technology of the lost
mythical continent of Atlantis. Sometimes connected to the story of Atlantis is the formation of submerged rocks known as the Bimini Road off bimini island in the Bahamas, which is in the triangle by some definitions. Alleged psychic followers Edgar Case take his prediction that evidence from Atlantis will be found in 1968, as he points to the discovery of the Pimeni Road. Believers
describe the composition as a road, wall, or other structure, but the Bimini Road is of natural origin. [24] Other writers attribute events to UFOs. [25] [26] Perltz, author of various books on anomalies, lists many theories that attribute the losses in the triangle to abnormal or unjustified forces. [13] Natural interpretations of compass changes compass problems are one of the terms
quoted in many triangle events. While some have established that unusual local magnetic abnormalities may exist in the area,[27] no such abnormalities have been found. The compasses have natural magnetic differences in relation to magnetic poles, a fact that navigators have known for centuries. Magnetic (compass) north and geographical (true) north are exactly the same for
a few places – for example, as of 2000[update], in the United States, only those places on a line running from Wisconsin to the Gulf of Mexico. [28] But the public may not be informed, and it is believed that there is something mysterious about the compass changing across a large area like the triangle, which is natural to. [1] A false color image of the Gulf stream flowing northward
across the western Atlantic. (NASA) Gulf Stream Gulf Stream is a major surface current, driven primarily by thermal circulation that originates from the Gulf of Mexico and then flows across the Florida Straits into the North Atlantic. In essence, it is a river within the ocean, and like a river, it can and does not tolerate floating objects. The maximum surface speed is 2 m/h (6.6 ft/h).
[29] A small aircraft made water landing or a boat receiving an engine problem can be carried away from its position reached by the current. 19. Human error is one of the most detailed explanations mentioned in the official investigation of the loss of an aircraft or ship is human error. [30] Human stubbornness caused businessman Harvey Conover to lose his sailing yacht,
Revonock, while sailing in the teeth of a south Florida storm on January 1, 1958. [31] Violent hurricanes are powerful storms that form in tropical waters that have historically cost thousands of lives and caused billions of dollars in damage. The sinking of the Spanish fleet of Francisco de Bobadilla in 1502 was the first recorded case of a devastating hurricane. In the past, these
storms have caused a number of triangular-related incidents. A strong drop of cold air is suspected to be the cause of the baltimore pride sinking on May 14, 1986. The crew of the sunken ship noted that the wind suddenly shifted and increased its speed from 32 km/h (20 mph) to 97-145 km/h (60-90 mph). James Lucian, a satellite specialist at the National Hurricane Center, said
that during extremely unstable weather conditions, an explosion of cold air from high on the surface can strike like a bomb, blowing out like a giant windline of wind and water. [32] A similar event occurred in Concordia in 2010, off the coast of Brazil. Scientists are currently investigating whether hexagonal clouds may be the source Up to 170 mph (270 km/h) air bombs. [33]
Methane hydrates more information: focus ing a focus on the presence of large fields of methane hydrate (a form of natural gas) on the continental shelf, on the presence of large fields of methane hydrate (a form of natural gas) in the world. [34] Laboratory experiments conducted in Australia have shown that bubbles can, in fact, sink a scale model ship by reducing water density.
[35] [36] [37] Any debris that therefore rises to the surface will be quickly dispersed by the Gulf Stream. It has been assumed that periodic methane eruptions (sometimes called mud volcanoes) may produce areas of butterwater that are no longer able to provide sufficient buoyancy for ships. If so, this area, which is formed around a ship, can sink very quickly and without warning.
U.S. Geological Survey publications describe large undersea hydrates worldwide, including the Blake Ridge area, off the coast of the southeastern United States. [38] However, according to SGS, no major releases of gas hydrates are believed to have occurred in the Bermuda Triangle over the past 15,000 years. [3] Major Article Highlights: A list of incidents of the Bermuda
Triangle USS Cyclops Main Article: THE USS Cyclops (AC-4) incident that led to the largest single loss of life in the history of the U.S. Navy unrelated to the fighting occurred when Collier Cyclops, carrying a full load of manganese ore and with a single engine of action, went missing without a trace with a crew of 309 at the time after March 4, 1918, after leaving Barbados.
Although there is no strong evidence of any one theory, many independent theories exist, some blame storms, some overturning, and some suggest that enemy activity in wartime is responsible for the loss. [39] In addition, two of cyclops' sister ships, Proteus and Neros, went missing in the North Atlantic during World War II. The ships were carrying heavy loads of mineral ore
similar to those loaded on cyclops during their deadly voyage. In all three cases structural failure due to overload ing with a much denser charge is considered to be the most likely cause of drowning. Carol A. Deer Main Article: Carol A. Deers Schooner Carol A. Deering A. Deering, as seen from Cape Locke lightvessel on January 29, 1921, two days before they were found
abandoned in North Carolina. (U.S. Coast Guard) The five-mast schooner built in 1919, Carol A. Deering was found the ground and abandoned in shallow waters of diamonds, near Cape Hatteras, North Carolina, on January 31, 1921. Rumors and more at the time Deering indicated he was a victim of piracy and may be associated with the illegal rum trade during the ban and may
involve ship, Hewitt, which disappeared at about the same time. Just hours later, an unknown steamer sailed near the light vessel along the deer's path, ignoring all the signals from the light vessel. He speculated that Hewitt might be this mysterious ship, and possibly involved in the disappearance of the Dearing crew. [41] Flight 19 was a major article: Flight 19 U.S. Avengers,
similar to that of Flight 19 Flight 19 was a training flight of five Tuftam Avenger torpedo bombers to disappear on December 5, 1945, while on the Atlantic. The squadron's flight plan was to take them east from Fort Lauderdale 141 miles (227 kilometers), 73 miles (117 kilometers) north, and then return to the 140-mile (230-kilometer) final terminal to complete the exercise. The
journey to the base is no longer. Navy investigators attributed the disappearance to a navigational error that led to the flight running out of fuel. One of the search and rescue planes deployed for the search, a BPM Mariner, and a crew of 13 men also disappeared. A tanker off the coast of Florida reported seeing an explosion[42] and observing the oil slick on a large scale when it
searched for survivors in vain. The weather became windy by the end of the accident[43] according to contemporary sources Mariner had a history of explosions due to steam leaking when it was loaded with fuel, and it could also be a long search and rescue operation. Tiger Star and Star Ariel Main Material: BSAA Star Tiger Disappearance and BSAA Ariel Star Disappearing G-
AHNP Tiger Star Disappeared on January 30, 1948, on a flight from the Azores to Bermuda; G-AGRE star Ariel disappeared on January 17, 1949, on a flight from Bermuda to Kingston, Jamaica. Both were Aphrodite 4 passenger planes operated by British American South Airlines. [44] Both aircraft were operating at the limits of a raid, and the slightest error or error of equipment
may prevent them from reaching the small island. [1] Douglas DC-3 Main Article: 1948 Airborne TRANSPORT DC-3 (DST) disappeared on December 28, 1948, Douglas DC-3 aircraft, number NC16002, disappeared while on a flight from San Juan, Puerto Rico, to Miami. No trace of the plane or the 32 people on board was found. An investigation by the Civil Aviation Authority
concluded that there was insufficient information available to determine the possible cause of the disappearance. [45] Connemara IV H.F. Hetife yacht was found in the Atlantic Ocean south of Bermuda on September 26, 1955; It is usually in the stories (Perltz, Weiner)[13][14] that the crew sailors disappeared while the yacht was exiled in sea during three hurricanes. The
Hurricane Season in the Atlantic in 1955 shows Hurricane Ione passing nearby between 14 and 18 September, with Bermuda being affected by almost stormy winds. [1] In his second book on the Bermuda Triangle, Weiner quoted a letter he had From Mr. J.E. Chalinor of Barbados:[46] On the morning of September 22, Connemara IV was lying on a heavy mooring on the open
road of Carlisle Bay. As the hurricane approached, the owner reinforced the anchor ropes and placed two additional berths. There was not much else he could do, as the open berth was the only berth available. ... In Carlisle Bay, the sea in the aftermath of Hurricane Janet was inspiring and dangerous. Connamara's fourth owner noted that she had disappeared. An investigation
revealed that she had been anchored and went to sea. KC-135 Stratotankers on August 28, 1963, a pair of U.S. Air Force KC-135 Stratotanker collided and crashed into the Atlantic Ocean 300 miles west of Bermuda. [47] Some writers[10][13][14] say that while the two aircraft did not collide there are two distinct crash sites, separated by over 160 miles (260 km) of water.
However, Koch's research showed that the unclassified version of the Air Force investigation report revealed that the debris field that determines the location of the second plane crash was examined by a search and rescue vessel and found to be a mass of seaweed and drifting wood entangled in an ancient buoy. [1] See also the Ocean Gate Weather Gate List of the Bermuda
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missing ship in the Bermuda Triangle is now supposed to be lost at sea, The New York Times, October 19, 1976. Distress signal heard from a missing American sailor for 17 days, The New York Times, October 31, 1976. 11. The following websites contain either electronic material supporting the common version of the Bermuda Triangle, or documents published from official



sources as part of hearings or inquiries, such as those conducted by the United States Navy or the United States Coast Guard. Copies of some queries are not online and may have to be an order; Text February, 1964 Argosy Magazine article By Vincent Gaddis U.S. Coast Guard Database of Selected Reports and U.S. Inquiries. Historic Marine Center Bermuda FAQ U.S. Navy
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original version on 3 June 2004. Accessed December 30, 2007. Most of the works mentioned here are largely from printing. Copies can be obtained from your local library, purchased in libraries, or through eBay or Amazon.com. These books are often the only source of some incidents within the triangle. In the Bermuda Triangle: Follow the truth behind the world's greatest mystery
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